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Book Review
H3 Leadership: Be Humble,
Stay Hungry, Always Hustle
(Brad Lomenick)
Lomineck writes from his
personal perspective, which
includes extensive leadership
experience. He categorizes 20
essential leadership habits
organized into three distinct
filters he calls “the 3 Hs”:
Humble (Who am I?), Hungry
(Where do I want to go?) and
Hustle (How will I get there?).
Lomenick helps the reader
with this immensely practical
book. It is easy to read while
providing solid leadership
content. Lomenick’s 20
leadership principles are an
asset to any leader.
“I would rather fail at pursuing
my calling with courage and
passion than succeed at
something that doesn’t really
matter.” - Brad Lomenick
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3C Presbyteries
Healthy leaders in healthy churches building a healthy
movement is not only the heartbeat of Formission, it is
also the goal of the presbytery restructure. More than
a structure change, this is a strategic alignment of the
mission, vision, values, and initiatives of the PAONL.
3C Leadership will allow the presbyteries to become
more relationally connected, efficient in ministry, and
effective in mission. This will be accomplished through
the four themes of Formission:
My Health: Providing opportunities for personal and
leadership development.
Mutual Health: Strengthening relationships through
connection groups.
Ministry Health: Creating cohorts of pastors who will
work together cooperatively in specific ministry areas.
Missional Health: Initiating catalytic and strategic
events that are geographically specific.
You’ve all had opportunity to participate in a 3C
experience at this year’s regional summits and it’s just
a taste of how the new model will help facilitate our
growth as leaders, as well as streamline our presbytery
gatherings.
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Top 10 Elements
of a Successful
Marriage
1.

Long-term
commitment.

2.

Shared values and
goals.

3.

Sacrifice for each
other.

4.

Quality time.

5.

Plenty of laughter.

6.

Trust, security, and
faithfulness.

7.

Shared workload and
responsibilities.

8.

Healthy
communication.

9.

Intimacy.

Webinar
The Commission on Discipleship is in the planning
stages of developing a Formission Webinar series! A
webinar is basically a seminar that you log into on
the Internet. It is often interactive and the
information is specific to a particular group of
people. We are planning topics of interest that you

10. Prayer.
won’t want to miss. If you have suggestions for
topics relevant to the themes of Formission, please
contact us. Stay tuned for more information!
The Commission on Discipleship would like to
announce a new position entitled Director of
Formission. The work of the Discipleship Commission
at this juncture is too extensive to be adequately
covered by volunteers and part-time positions.
Given the variety and scope of projects waiting to
be developed, full-time attention must now be
given to their implementation, and the continual
advocacy of discipleship within the ministries of the
PAONL. Stay tuned for the job advertisement and
further details.
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